AN AFTERNOON WITH STEVE SHARNOFF

Co-author Steve Sharnoff will be present to sign your copy of this long anticipated release of *Lichens of North America* by Irwin Brodo, Sylvia Doran Sharnoff and Stephen Sharnoff.

At two p.m. Steve will show us some slides of his adventures with his late wife Sylvia while obtaining images for this comprehensive work.

Light refreshments will be served

November 18, 2 - 4 p.m.
Goethe Room, California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco

Sponsored by the

CALIFORNIA LICHEN SOCIETY

Copies of *Lichens of North America* may be obtained from local and World Wide Web Book Sellers, the Publisher, Yale University Press (1-800-987-7323), and from the California Academy of Sciences Book Store.

For more information, contact Judy Robertson: JKSRR@aol.com (707) 584-8099